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any warranty, express or implied, or assumes ,-mylegal liability or respohsibility for the accuracy,
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Pennsylvania State University is conducting a superclean coal-water slun'y (SCCWS)

program for the United States Department of Energy (DGE) and the Commonwezdth of

Pennsylvania with the objective of detemlining the capability of effectively firing SCCWS in an

industrial boiler designed for oil. Penn State has entered into a cooperative agreement with DOE to

determine if SCCWS (a fuel containing coal with less than 3.0 wt.% ash and 0.9 wt.% sulfur) can

effectively be burned in an oil-designed industrial boiler without adverse impact on boiler rating,

maintainability, reliability, and availability. The project will provide information on the design of

new systems specifically configured to fire these clean coal-based fuels. The project consists of

four phases: (1) design, pennitting, and test planning, (2) construction and start up, (3)

demonstration and evaluation (1,000-.hour demonstration), and (4)program expansion (additional

1,000 hours of testing). The boiler testing will detem_ine if the SCCWS combustion

ch_wacte_istics, heat release rate, fouling and slagging behavior, corrosion and erosion limits, and

fuel transport, storage, and handling characteristics can be accommodated in an oil-designed boiler

system. Iraaddition, the proof-of-concept demonstration will generate data to detenrline how the

properties of SCCWS and its parent coal affect boiler performance. Economic factors associated

with retrofitting and operating boilers will be identified to assess the viability of future oil-to-coal
retrofits.

The project consists of four phases as previously mentioned. Following is ataoutline of the

project tasks that comprise the four phases:

Phase I: Design, Permitting, and Test Planning

Task 1. Design

Task 2. Permitting

Task 3. Test Planning

Phase II: Construction and Start Up

Task 1. Host Site Readiness/Boiler Retrofit

Task 2. SCCWS Prepar::tion
Task 3. Performance Prediction

Task 4. Shakedown Testing

Phase III: Demonstration and Evaluation

Task 1. Tes:: Burn

Subtask l.a. SCCWS combustion :._erformance

Subtask l.b. Slagging/fouling prope:lsity; corrosion characteristics

Subtask 1.c. Erosion characteristics

Subt_sk I.d. Fuel transport, storage, and h:tndling characteristics

Task 2. Evaluate Retrofit Economics



Task 3. Project Report

Phase IV: Advanced System Tests

Task 1. Burner/Superheater ProcuremenVInstallation

Task 2. SCCWS Prepm'ation Facility

Task 3. 500-Hour Test

Task 4. Project Report

Task 5. Flue Gas Treatment System

Task 6. 500-Hour']['est

Task 7. Final Report

Penn State began a coal-water fuel (CWF) research and development program in 1984 with

the',ultimate goal of facilitating the replacement of petroleum-based fuels with coal-based fuels in

oil-fired (designed) boilers, Ttte Pennsylvania legislature appropriated funds in 1984 for the

construction of a demonstration CWF boiler with a capacity of approximately 15,000 Ibs steam/h

on the main campus of Penn State at University P_u'k. The project goal was to conduct a

demonstration of the use of CWF, derived from Pennsylvania coal, in an environmentally

acceptable manner, while evaluating the effects on boiler performance of Iong-ten'n firing with

CWF. From a commercialization viewpoint, tlnemotivation for the project was to demonstrate the

technical feasibility of retrofitting existing oi!-fired units to bLtrnCWF, particulm'ly in the

commercial and light-industrial sectors. Funding each year since 1984 has allowed for fuel

prcr,urement and the installation of a nominally rated 1,000 lb stean-jh (maximum fi_ing rate of 2

million Btu/h) Cleaver-Brooks A-frame watertube boiler [1] to investigate: the effect of boiler

operating parameters on combustion performance [2]; automation of the firing of slurry fuels,

particularly with respect to start up and shutdown procedures but also for optimizing boiler

perfomlance [3]; testing candidate CWFs; and [4] providing the necessary research support and

training prior to start up of the demonstration unit. The SCCWS demonstration program is being

conducted on the 15,00t) Ib steamA1 demonstration boiler.

Accomplishments this period are presented in Sections 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, and 6.0 for

Phases I, II, III, IV, and miscellaneous activities, respectively. Section 7.0 outlines the activities

planned for the next semiannual period. References are contained in Section 8,0 and

acknowledgments are given in Section 9.0. The status of the preject schedule is given in Figures 1

through 5, with a descliption of the milestones contained in Table 1.

2.0 PHASE I: DESIGN, PERMITTING, AND TEST PLANNING

Phase I has been completed with the exception of"identifying operating procedures (a

portion of Task 3).



2.1 Task 3. Identify Operating Procedures

Work was initiated this semiannual period onpreparing system operating manuals.

Procedures were developed for SCCWS handling and storage and for maintaining proper boiler

water chemistry. These will be incorporated into a system operating manual which is being

prepared for the boiler and auxiliaries.

The procedure to start up the boiler is contained in the following subsections.

Preignition Panel Configurations

Baghouse Control Panel Configuration

1) Power switch ................................................................ ON

2) System clean switch ........................................................ ON

Motor Control Center

1) Feedwater pump ........................................................... ON

2) Slurry teed purnp ......................................................... ON

3) Forced draft fan ........................................................... ON

4) Induced draft fan .......................................................... ON

Main Control Panel

1) Power switch .............................................................. ON

A) Silence alarm on main control p:mel

B) Silence alm-mon baghouse control panel

2) Slurry transfer pump ..................................................... ON

3) Baghouse control system ................................................ AUTO

4) SltnTy burner pump ...................................................... OFF

5) Mastermind computer switch ............................................ ON

6) Gas firing rate switch .................................................... I-lAND

7) Gas valve control switch ................................................. HAND

8) Slurry control switch ..................................................... HAND

9) Drum level control switcln ............................................... AUTO

10) Induced draft contro; switch ............................................. PHOTOHELIC

11) Manual firing rate potentiorr,eter ........................................ 0%

12) Gas trim switch ........................................................... CENTER

13) Slun-y firing potentiometer .............................................. 0%

14) Feedwater control potentiometer'. ....................................... 0%

15) Circular chart recorders .................................................. ON

16) Oxygen analyzer .......................................................... ON

17) Emergency shutdown switch ............................................ OUT

18) Photohelic setpoint ....................................................... -2" I-I20



Keeler Control Panel

1) Breaker switch ............................................................ ON

2) Bunler control switch .................................................... OFF

3) Forced draft switch ....................................................... AUTO

4) Fuel selector switch ...................................................... GAS

5) Coal slurry switch ....................................................... OFF

6) Duct bunmr switch ....................................................... OFF

Star_ of Boi!_¢..r.

Mech,'mical Items

1) Open both gas valves on the side of the boiler

2) Open the gas valve at the burner

3) Pull the slurry gun back to the light-off position

4) Verify that the atomizing air valve to the gun is closed

5) Verify that the slurry valve to the gun is closed

6) If the steam pressure is less than 150 psig, see cold startup

7) If the steam pressure is 150 psig or greater, proceed to control items

Control Items

1) Set control items as listed on control configuration

2) Verify that water colunm has proper level

3) Verify that the forced draft fan is running

4) Verify that the induced draft fan is running

5) Verify that the feedwater pump is running

6) Verify a mJ:limum draft of-0.1" H20 at the photohelic

: Lighting the Burner

1) Turn the burner control switch to ....................................... ON

2) Safety limit light will illuminate ......................................... BLUE

3) Operating limit light will illuminate ..................................... GREEN

4) Forced draft damper will begin to open

5) Maxon gas valve will begin to open

6) Purge light will illuminate ............................................... WHITE II

7) Purge light will remain on for ........................................... 60 SECONDS 1
r

8) Purge light will illuminate ............................................... GREEN

9) Forced draft damper will return to original position

10) Maxon gas valve will return to original position ...................... 1

11) Ignition will hold 10 seconds while draft equ_dizes

12) Ignition on light will illuminate with pilot ............................. BLUE



13) Gas light will illuminate with ignition of main flame ................. BLUE

14) Ignition on light will go out ............................................. BLUE

15) The burner is now on line

NOTE: If the burner fails to light two audio alarms will sound. One alarm will be at

Keeler's control panel, the other at the main control panel. To silence the alarm at Keeler's control

panel, the burner switch must be reset. To silence the alarm at the main control panel, push the

illuminated alaml acknowledge button on the upper right side of the panel. When the alarms are

silenced, the burner can be lighted according to the above procedure. If the burner does not light

alter three attempts, check the preignition configuration of valves and switches and try again. If

the burner still fails to light, shut down the boiler and contact the designated person prior to

opening any of the control panels.

Cold Startup of Boil_

Mechanical Items

1) Open both gas valves on the side of the boiler

2) Open the gas valve at the burner

3) Pull the slurry gun back to the light-off position

4) Verify that the atomizing air valve to the gun is closed

5) Verify that the slurry valve to the gun is closed

6) If the steam pressure is zero, the steam drum must be vented

7) To vent the steam drum, open both gate valves on the top of the drum

CAUTION: Some steam will exit valves

Control Items

1) Set control items as listed on control configuration

2) Verify that water column has proper level

3) Verify that the forced draft fan is running

4) Verify that the induced draft fan is running

5) Verify that the feedwater pump is running

6) Verify a minimum draft of-0.1" H20 at the photohelic

NOTE: Steam will vent from valves at steam drum

Lighting the Burner

1) Turn the burner control switch to ....................................... ON

2) Safety limit light will illuminate ......................................... BLUE

3) Operating limit light will illuminate ..................................... GREEN

4) Forced draft damper will begin to open

5) Maxon gas valve will begin to open

6) Purge light will illuminate ............................................... WHITE



7) Purge light will remain on for ........................................... 60 SECONDS

8) Purge light will illuminate ............................................... GREEN

9) Forced draft damper will return to original position

10) Maxon gas valve will return to original position ...................... 1

11) Ignition will hold 10 seconds while draft equNizes

12) Ignition on light will illuminate with pilot ............................. BLUE

13) Gas light will illuminate with ignition of ma!n flame ................. BLUE

14) Ignition on light will go out ............................................. BLUE

15) The burner is now on line

16) After fifteen mint_tes at low fire, slmt the burner down

17) Wait fifteen minutes and then relight the burner

18) When t ae steam pressure is 5 psig, close the vent valves

19) Repeat #16 and 17 until pressure reaches 150 psig

20) At 150 psig, the burner can remain on

21) The firing rate can now be increased

NOTE: Do not increase the firing rate more than 10% at any time. Doing so will result in

high boiler water alarms.

3.0 PHASE II" CONSTRUCTION AND START UP

3.1 Task 1, Host Site Readiness/Boiler Retrofit

The building addition (boiler room) to the East Campus Steam Plant was completed and the

majority of the equipment was delivered and installed during the previous two reporting periods

[4,5]. Details of the boiler and auxiliary equipment have been given elsewhere [4,6]. Figure 6 is

an isometric drawing of the boiler system (not to scale).

The remaining items that were delivered and/or installed this reporting period include:

baghouse insulation; SCCWS piping insulation zu_dheat u'acing; shelter to protect the double-

diaphragm slurry handling pump from the elements, primarily to guard against freezing; electric

hookup for the fly ash conveying system (to transport the ash from the ash storage hopper located

below the baghouse ash hopper to a truck); safety railings on the 16,000-gallon SCCWS storage

tank and boiler house roof; safety ladders for access to the boiler house roof and the top of the

16,000-gNlon storage tank; and the auxiliary in-duct natural gas burner. This completes the facility

construction task.

3.2 Task 2. SCCWS Preparation

This section summarizes the activities to clean coal and prepare SCCWS during this

reporting period. Details of the coal company, coal cleaning facility, and SCC'WS preparation

facility have been previously reported [51,



_eparation of the (?lean Coal Feedst0c_.Rk

A total of 367 tons of Brookville seam coal was cleaned at the Reddinger Coal Company

wash facility. The average yield was 51 2 % which provided approximately 189 tons of clean coal

feedstock. Table 2 contains a history of the raw cold shipments to Reddinger Coal Company and

the cleaned coal to Kennedy Van Saun Company (KVS). Table 3 summarizes the coal quality

from the last cleaning run.

$11arryProqurement

KVS prepared approximately 120 tons of coal-water slurry and Tables 4 to 8 summmize

the solids loading, particle size distribution, viscosity, pH, coal feed rates, and additive dosages

for the production runs. The SCCWS was transported from KVS to Penn State via 5,600 gallon

single compartment stainless steeI tankers. Six tankers were received this reporting period and

unloaded into the 16,000-gallon storage tank upon arrival. The tankers were received over a six

week period. Table 9 contains the SCCWS delivery history.
3.3 Task 3. Performance Prediction

One aspect of the project is to predict the performance of the boiler firing SCCWS. Burns

& Roe Services Corporation has developed a model to predict the perfonnance of a multifuel

industrial boiler and applied it to the Penn State system. Details of the model are contained

elsewhere [711.

The model was compare.xi with experimental data obtained when operating the boiler firing

natural gas and during preliminary shakedown with SCCWS (see Sections 3.4.2 and 4.1.1,

respectively, tor details of the testing). Figure 7 compares the predicted values for the flue gas

outlet temperature from the heat pipe heat exchanger with the measured data, obtained when firing

the boiler with natural gas, as a function of firing rate. Figure 8 shows the corresponding boiler

exit gas temperatures. As shown in both Figures 7 and 8, the predicted values follow the same

trends as the experimental data and the agreement is good given the uncertainties in some of the

input variables (i.e., flame and cold surface emissivities) Irageneral, for the above experiments,

the predicted values are lower than the measured data with a maximum difference of about 30°F.

Figure 9 Shows the boiler outlet gas temperature for the case of dual fuel firing (SCCWS

and natural gas). The predicted boiler exit gas temperature varies from 520 to 580°F depending on

the amount of gas cofired with SCCWS.

This preliminary comparison indicates a high level of confidence in the model. However,

more data are needed to fully vididate the model. The will be done as more data become avNlable.

3.4 Task 4. Shakedown Testing

3.4.1 Equipment Shakedown

Construction of the facility was completed during the previous reporting period (Spring of

1991), followed by equipment shakedown and preliminary testing. The sequence of events was:



the natural gas burner set-up a,_dequipment shakedown firing natural gas were conducted during

the summer of 1991; baseline data fining natural gas were generated in September 199 l;

preliminary natural gas and SCCWS coftring data ,,,,'eregenerated in October 1991; further

equipment shakedown and boiler performance testing were conducted in January 1992 firing

SCCWS; and boiler performance and stack (emissions) testing were conducted in January 1992 as

partial requirement for an operating pem_it from tile Pennsylvania Department of Environmental

Resources. Several operational/mechanical problems were encountered during this period and a

brief summary of these problems and their solutions are provided.

Balancin _.the _D__raftin t.heS ystem

The Tampella Power Corporation DS-15 oil and gas-fired package boiler is typically

installed with a forced draft system since particulate control is not of concern. Consequently,

difficulty was encountered in integating the operation of the boiler, the forced draft fan/air damper,

and the induced draft fan. This was the responsibility of the system controls contractor, Industrial

Controls, Inc. (ICI). Initially, the movement of the forced draft and induced draft dampers was

not synchronized during the purge cycle and pilot flame ignition, resulting in excessive pressure

swings in the boiler. This caused rumbling in the ductwork, difficulty in igniting the pilot flame,

an unstable pilot flame when it could be ignited, and overpressurization of the boiler. Although

ICI and Tampella Power install balanced draft boilers and control systems, this was the prototype

installation of a balanced drtfft control system on a boiler designed for forced draft only. This issue

was solved by programmin,,_ delays into the timing cycle to eliminate the lead/lag problem of the

: dampers.

.Baghouse I-topper Ash Level Sensor Failure

The boiler was operated cofiring natural gas and SCCWS in October 1991 to begin

generating SCCWS data. The boiler was fired intermittently during an equipment shakedown
z

period which was followed by 2-3 days of continuous operation. Details of the preliminaw testing

are presented in Section 4.4.1.

The testing was prematurely terminated because the baghouse hopper ash level sensor

failed and the baghouse filled with ash and unburned carbo,,, Ash was being removed from the

• baghouse hopper into an ash storage hopper which was located directly below the baghouse

hopper. The problem of excessive ash build-u[c in the baghouse was not detected because the high

ash level sensor failed, there was no change in the baghouse pressure drop, and ash was visually

observed being removed from the baghouse. The first indication of problems was the formation of

a black plume from the stack. Initially it was thought that a bag had become detached in the pulse-_
jet baghouse or a bag had developed cthole. Shortly thereafter the baghouse outlet temperature

began to rise and the testing was terminated.



A door on the side of the baghouse hopper was opened and it was discovered that the

baghouse was filled with ash/unburned carbon. Tile material was removed and the baghouse

inspected for damage. It was found that all the bags and many of the cages and venturies needed to

be replaced as did a portion of the plenum which had warped. The system was down for

approximately one month while the plenum was repaired and the replacement parts were received
and installed.

Several changes were made to the system to ensure that a similar incident will not recur.

The lower ash hopper was removed and replaced with a conditioni_lg screw that mixes water with

the ash and discharges the mixture on'_othe back of a track. The rotary valve at the bottom of the

hopper is set at a speed that overcompensates for ash production so that there is no buildup of ash

in the hopper, Three ash level sensors have been installed in the baghouse ash hopper to ensure

that ash accumulation in the hopper will be detected. Some operating time firing SCCWS for

boiler optimization and stack testing has been achieved with the modifications and the system has

performed satisfactorily.

Boiler Optimization on SCCWS

The boiler performance gum'antees specified in the bidding package state that the boiler

must be capable of producing - 15,000 lb saturated steam/]-_with a steaun quality of >99.5% and

provide a burner turndown of"10:1 when firing natural gas. The guaranteed steam production rate

is slightly less than the design rate of 15,000 lb/h because Tampella Power Corporation remo eext

two rows of tubes from the convective pass to allow for the insertion of"erosion and deposition

probes (and a superheater probe in the future). The boiler must also be able to fire natural gas and

SCCWS singly or in -anycombination either manually or automatically. Turndown of the burner

firing SCCWS must be 4:1.

" The boiler performance guarantees have been met firing natural gas; but to date, Tampella

Power Corporation has not been able to fire SCCWS solely. The boiler can be operated manually

but the automatic control has not yet been fully tested.

The mechanical contractor, KirCon-Breco (details of conuactors and their responsibilities

are contained in references [8] and [9]) and Tampella Power Corporation used several different

nozzle combinations in order to improve atomization and carbon burnout and eliminate natural gas

support. This optimization work was conducted in January 1992. A summary of the operating

conditions is contained in Section 4.1.1. The highest carbon burnout achieved was -80% with

32% (on a thermal input basis) natural gas support. Tampella Power Corporation maintains that

the solids content of 50 to 58 wt.% in the SCCWS (solids content decreased due to settling) is too

low to fire 100% SCCWS. As a result, Penn State recommended to the Pennsylvania Dep_Lrtment

of General Services (which is responsible f`ormanagement of' the consuuctior_ project) that the

conuactor be relieved of`this performance guarantee.
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A pl',mhas been implemented to improve the c:_bon burnout and decrease/elin_nate natu.ral

gas support. One option, the ase ,of SCCWS preheat, was being evalu'a_ed ,,,,;henproblems were

encountered with the forced draft darnpe:'. The flame from the auxilia O' in-duct gas burner was

i.mpingin_.,.,on, and wm-ped, the darnper causi,,_,.o=it to seize during,,_operation, Two solutions are

being investigated: sho_ening the in-duct gas burner flame length bF,reducing the gas pressmv

and installing mnimpine.ement_,plate, and turnino=the in-duct burner 900 to f'ire into the flow of the

incoming combustion ab stream ratlner t.han towards t,he boiler (damper) cocurrent with the

combustion air stream.

Additionally, tin<',atomization air pressure will be increased to -_00..psi,,_,high-pressure

atomizing steam (~210 psig) ,,_,'il{be used, and vark.)us atomizers will be tested in conjunction with

the Faber burner. Both inte; nal.. ._zadexternal-mim 'atomize.._s,,.ill be used. Additio_al

modifications being, ", ,___ __ ' ,,t,n_ burnercon...1,...v:rec_include re plac; '-,, the exi, : _, with either a bio,h-swirl

burner/atomizer combinatioc_.. or a refr'acto,v-1;r_ec_, (c_,._..' '._butnet 'a-..,.:mblv'_'.,

3.4. __Baseline Testing Firin C,_Natural ',..;as

_,_,period consisted of eeneratino baseline dataPrel iminai-,.te,;tin_,cond ucted th i:.,re poni..=. _.,

fir-in(,natura! c,,.- ::d=, ......_sa cof'irin_,__:atural :..,,as,.,,,-';,_,,,,,SC'C\\'S. The testink!....,,vasconducted as part of the

• ' .,,_.,,_.,q_perfo:-mance. "l"heresu!.tsof the natural', _c- process and to determ_,r;e" '"' _,"equipment shi>:eu..,v,n . .

eas-flred baseair_eteStiF,,,is prese_ted in th:,:_se::tic:nand the SC'C\VS/n:_ttaralgas cot"itdln.9.results

are presented iraSec',_on 4.1.1,

Baseline data were obtained on t',,,o occ',t:;ion-_firin_,,natural _:2'_s.,,.The f'ir,,_twas used to

me a.,.;t:re the pe:rforTna,,:ce(rf"the cornbu'.,;::<',na_,,,,,,e gas heat p_pt.heat exchanger while the second

• ' ¢:;._.ra;_teeoi"the boiler. A summary of the ba:_clineW3,_, USe(,] tO ',,'ei"i{',, t}'_2 t?c:!'otqlId:3,?¢ _!

pe:'formar-,cc fi:":,_'._zr::::u::_,;.._'_:,_,irr t)_.:!,,,;_er....,, is I:,rc',ented..in 'fable ,10..

,_:........ .r ',,, c _]c;c,.,fi::,r:-\Bp .,Xi l?n::I,,eatcrlrw. (API) to collect gas-" _ _ ,t..) r ,

fired t."c:-f(,-,r_r_)_;,ced:_:.,:t',,r.,t_.,_,..()., ,I:'{r'_°";'.',,........'Xi:"P:c?_c:i',cr."Ihc },e,_t,,,. ].)tpebeat _exchanser,_pre.heats the

con:b_<tior'_>air"b',' ¢,_::a.:tin.:,I_,,:a_f:-c,:r',the t2,._<-g_,5, API ",,;va]_ *.... e,, over l()(] thermocouples on the

'-" .....t.....'_ern,' r._',.a:eY,c' 1r-,,_5,I_,:i Licornput.erizt.:c_.a d_.l[',.t [icql.]{si[loN"heat [7ii::'esm_dco,l,ected c<-,F:riI_,,c-,,. pc ad :,:,,

s,,'sa:m "l?-:ec,}-,,..,cii,,,:c,f tj:<:t_:.¢:{,,,,v,a< ,,_ 'f,,]g.}:to a'._,]]cct.......},',,;'_,:....ne ,,._;-fi:ec:l'',c,nt.._,'raturcs'and

gasvelo.citic:i, v,; _', ' ' ' . ..... ,.:c;._r_kcat t:::,_i.:,_.:>_(t.,r:,.:,r_,.:>a:_vSC(:'9','S, ar;d bent,: ash, t::eir_gir:troduced) to

.',_c,,,,._.c,,:',-,r,,e heat pip," f,_k,lin,, factor's ,,,,'benfirina coal.-..... v.., l,l ., ..... • **assist in f'ut,._rehear e:,:cha_',.:crdt._>_,e:.,, _..- ...

based f,',:,,..'l,._i',_:}-v.'boi!c:', The ai" p,'-c*<::.,:,::Fb',_k c,.,,.,rer.I_F.er-:_:uresare st_,c,',vnin 'Table 10

"Ie,.<.t : _.:',,,:_:._c._,_._.._,.,_._..........,.,.,,.,..,,:._.l,,.-,,,,....,,.,,'-''t','.,,,. I<:.,("o_. [3r_.'c,),....... ar_a,Ta mpei]._t.'o,,.ver Corporation :,ts

" c ,,.2.::-:_;_:._-,.:'..\ ,.,,,,;I:_:_>:of' the,;c re:_,;.:l_s:._r_:_gi',enin Table 10. Thepar_ of/l_c b,, !ct ['crf,.,r:::.:_.n_.:e ...... ., ,.

• . .... .......... , .... ]t,)_,;,_.,:,:eite_}s of prima O' co:',cemboi],:: r_et the pcr'tor::_a;,,.,e,_.:u-',",','.ce..,<,{,,g r-_.{:ura!_:a.,:,.I,:'e": ...."_"

that ',_,ererl:e: ifrc]'a ' {) ' ' ' "...._c' ] ] t'<',.,,,._,:,'.,,n. 1.'_,!),....;'_ i!, :;::,._r,_ecr ,;_e::_r_,,>,,,,at =_,'ai}.ps;,,.,,..=,,and steam quality

>9_.) qc;...... . ( ,
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4.0 PHASE iii: DEMONSTRATION AND EVALUATION

4.1. Task 1. Test Burn

u,.t4_.,.Jki__ _, C.C io n. Pec fo.lTn a )!

Baseline data firing SCC\VS were collected en two occasions. The first, occurring in

October I991, consisted of' 66.5 hours of testing (_.. hours of ste'tdy-state) and ,,,,,'asconducted

%llo,,ving equipment installt.tion and initial shakedown to further debug the system. The second,

occurring in January 1992, consisted of 26 hours of testing of which 10 hours ,,,,,'erepart of the

boiler performance verification test. The SCCWS analysis and a sumnmry of the test results are

contained in Tables ll and 12, respectively. The coal ash content from which the SCCWS was

pr_duc_.dc- -" ',,,'as 4.__wt..%, which is greater', than that of the cleaned coal produced at Reddinger Coal

Company (3.4 v,'t.c_bin Table 4). "['his discrepancy is probably due to an unrepresentative sample

being collected at Reddinger Co_._lCor_npan.,,' prior to shipping to KVS.

The October test ,,vas conducted after the equipn_ent had been installed and served as a

systematic check of the compormnts. The testing was terminated v,'hen the baghouse hopper ash

lex,al sensor failed (,,seep. 8). The SCCV','S prehe_ter and in-duct .:,,uxiliar_' aas-fired burner were

not operated and Tampella Pov,er Corporation had not begun their optimization tests during which

a,omizer nozzles :m4 plugs were interchanL, ed to selec_ the b.,st cornbin',_tion. I.t became apparent

early in the testi,ng that combustion efi:icier_c,:, v,,':tsvery poor (--82-,%).

.._:.,_in . ... at which time Tampella Pov,,er Corporatior_The s','steru ,,as operated a<' ' .lanuar,' 199 '_

conducted., their optimization tests. The tests, wer,e ipc;formed t"irin,,¢the in-.duct burner to gain

additiors:d c'c"..,mbusti.c)nair prehec_t hov,,ever, the SCCWS pFehe'ater ,,,,'as not used. After Tampella

Power Covp:._r;atior_identified their best atomizer nozzle/plug cornbina.tior_,, the boiler performance

.and e m i" '_ , " .._>.,;On.,tests were conducted. 'Th_:coFIlbtlst{on efficiencv oi" the SCCV, S wa,, still ,very poor

(78%) an(!, the boiler efficiencv was orllv about 70'7C. The baghouse efficiency was >99%.

LC."A,S that ,.,.'as u:_ The S ° '" '" sod for lhc Jgi.rlu',_O,'test experienced settli,ng and the solids content

was around 50 wt.q:, at the time of this ,est. Fly ash pa,qicle size a,nalysis of the material

discharged from the baghouse indicL_ted poor a_or4iz.ation. Table 13 lists the fly ash particle size

dist.,,'ibution of sa,),ples-',--, collec'ed evcr'v hnur. dufir_,_,.,the Januar,,, emissions testin _,,_.The volume):ric

mean diameter, D(v, 0.5), incre'.,,sed from o<'_..,to 18S p.m over th,e duration of the testine.., as

compared to the t4r2etc'd a,orT.,izc'd slurry _ _" , ...... ,. . c:rop,ct D:I 0.5) of <g(.)j.trn. In addition, the top size in

.... _-'. h testing is planned tomany of the s,.lmples ,,,,'as>564 btnl. ,As previously di..cus.,cd, fur',, er

improve the boiler perforrn',Jnce.

{

' IIIII *IV,' j) ....
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4,!,2 Subta_k lb, Sl,3.ggL_ing Pro0¢nsity: Corrosion

E.hz ra ct eri,5..it.L_

._.¢.9_.ch-SCa!e T,_

Bench-scale testing on corrosion and deposition was initiated this reporting period. The

objective of the bench..scale testing is to develop, a model to predict deposition in the 15,000 lb

steam/h boiler. The five alloys identified for prelimina.ry bench-scale testing were grades 316,

321,304, 347, and 800H steel. Samples of the: alloys, of dimensions 1.0" by 1.0" by 0.5", were

prepare4 from bar-stock rounds, Cylindrical pieces were cut from the bar-stock using a band saw

and shaped using a milling mach!le. Smnples were ground using a disc sander with 80 grit paper,

after which tile), were ground ota a wheel sander using 100,240, 320,400, and 600 grit silicon

carbide papers, The samples ,,,,'erethen thoroughly cleaned and de-greased with acetone. The

weights of the samples were recorded prior to testing. Figure l0 shows tile metallographic

characterization of the five alloys.

Asb was recovered from test firings of the SCCWS irathe 1,000 Ib stearrgh watertube

research boiler. Details of the research boiler have been presented elsewhere [1,2]. The analysis

of the ash is contained in Table 14. Each sample was placed in a ceramic crucible containing l0

grams of the ash so that the specimens were cornplete!y submerged. The crucibles were then

placed in a Rapid Heating Furnace and heated to 1,000°C for a period of 0.8hours under inert

conditions by flushing the furnace with nitrogen gas.

The samples ,,,,'ereremoved from the crucibles after cooling and were examined for

corrosion. 'I'he samples appeared to have a thick crust of bonded deposits. Photographs and

scanning electron microscope (SENI) photomicrographs of the deposit surface on each of the

specimens were taken (Figures 11 and 12). The samples were then exposed to a descaling

treatment _ffterwhich the weight loss of each coupon was recorded. The procedure for the

descaling n'eatment was:

,$.t_ 1
• Boil in water for 5 minutes

• Drain

• Cool

• Rinse with hot running water

, Boil t;_c 10 minutes to recnove the balance of the soluble deposit

• Dr-?.,

• Boil for 15 minutes in 20% NaOH solution

• Rinse in hot running:,hot water
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• Boil 15 minutes in 15% nitric acid

• Cool, rinse

p__._4
• Repeat steps2 and 3

• Rinse, dry,, and exanzine

The weight loss experienced by the specimens is listed in Table 15 and illustrated irl Figure 13.

Photographs and SEM photomicrographs of the descaled specimens were recorded (FiNares 14

and 15).

Research

A laboratory simulation of the corrosion environment in a boiler has been set up, where

coupons of the alloys will be exposed to a sirnulated flue gas at different test temperatures for a test

period of 48 hour's. The coupons removed after exposure will be subjected to metallographic

characterization ,..hdweight loss data will provide a quantitative estinaate of the corrosion rate under

accelerated conditions. Before exposure to the simulated flue gas, the coupons will be covered

with a layer of ash recovered from the tube banks of the demonstration boiler.

4_..d1_3Subtask 1¢, Erosion Characteri_.kqi

In order to make a connection between the measurements of erosion using the probe

developed for this program,, which are accelerated by increasing the gas velocity, and the erosion

expected in a boiler under normal operating conditions, a model %r erosion under both sets of

conditions is needed. Details of the probe and experinnental results have been previously reported

[5,10].

A model has been developed for the calculation of metal wastage at high ternperature in

oxidizing am_ospheres. Individual model parameters were obtained for carbon steel, based on

available experimen:al results in the literature. Calculations of erosion rate as a function of the

following variables me presented in this section; particle impingement angle, metal temperature,

particle velocity, particle diameter, and particle concenuation.
Erosion Model

Most metals and alloys used in high-temperature applications are exposed to environments

in which they are chemically unstable. In the majority of cases, the most stable species _'e metN

oxides. Oxide-forming reactions are of course, favored by the presence of oxidants in the gas

stream at high temperature. The corrosive conversion oF metals to oxides is an important step

affecting the subsequent erosion mechanism.

Sundararajan, 1991 [11] has presented an excellent review of the literature on erosion of

metals at elevated temperatures. Unfortunately, current knowledge of the relationships between

erosion rate and temperature is, at best, qualitative. One approach to ttne prediction of erosion in an
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oxidizing atmosphere, accounting for oxide spalling on each particle impact, is presented by

Wright and Sethi, 1991 [12]. This approach is suitable for conditions under which the bonding of

the surface oxide to the metal substrate is less strong than the internal bonding of the oxide, and

where the scale thickness is neither extremely thick nor thin. When the scale thickness is large,

the effect of pm'ticle impact is limited in the oxide layer; and when the scale layer is thin, the

impacting particle can directly attack the metal substrate. In both those cases, the distinction

between spalling and nonspalling of oxides is of less importance.

"['he present erosion model is intended t;orconditions under which surface erosion and

oxidation occur at comparable rates. The impacting particles are allowed to interact with the

growing oxide scale in v_rious ways. Depending upon the severity of the particle impact with the

surface, the thickness of the oxide scale, and the properties of the alloy substrate, the erosion event

may lead to the removal of fragments of the oxide scale, to shedding or spalling of the oxide at the

oxide-metal interface, or to t,',_removal of substrate metal.

The growth rate of the oxide scale on a metal surface by oxidation is given by"

.d._..x= k._?_o
dt x z (1)

Thus, the scale thickness attained in a time interval ti.,between successive particle impacts, can be ,.

obtained from equation (1) as:

1

xi = [ (z+l) ko til _+l (2)

where x is the thickness of oxide scale z is the order of the oxidation kinetics (z--0, linear kinetics;

z=l, parabolic kinetics), and ko is the oxidation rate constant, usually having the form:

ko = A exp ( - AG,' RT ) (3)

where A is the frequency factor, AG is the activaF.on energy of the rate-controlling step in the i
!

oxidation process, R is the Universal Gas constant, and T is the reaction temperature.

In most common cases, the impinging particles are suspended in the fluid and their physical

parameters are measurable. If a specific type of particle is present and a uniform flow field is

assumed, the mathematical expression for the impact time interval ti is:
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dp ,{ /_ ppt i = -_p 6 Cp (4)

and the number of impacts over a surface area S is:

3

v _Xpp
dP2 (5)

where rl is the coefficient of particle impact on the target surface, Cp is the concentration of

particles with units of mass per unit of gas volume, Vp, pp, and dp are the velocity, the density,

and the diameter of particles, respectively.

If each p_'uticleupon impact penetrates the growing oxide scale and reaches the metal

substrate, erosion losses m-emost likely to consist of both the oxide and the metal. Levy, 1983

[13] indicated that the presence of the ductile metal substrate does not appear to have a major effect

on the way that the brittle scale is eroded, so the combined erosion of the ductile metal and the ii
brittle oxide will contribute to the losses from the surface material. A reverse rule of mixtures was

found to be in good agreement with a series of erosion processes where one component is first !_!

removed before the second is eroded [14]. Using this rule for the erosion of the oxide/metal

composite, the total loss of suHace volume is given by:

1 _ 1-f +_[f ,_
Et F4 Eb (6) ii

where f is the volume fraction of the oxide scale in the eroded mixture; Ed and Eb ,are, respectively,

the erosion losses of the ductile metal and the brittle oxide by the same impact. This equation

represents a linear combination of the erosion resistances from metal and oxide.

The volume of the oxide scale eroded by a number of particle impacts, N, on a surface area,

S, is (xiS), and the volun_e fraction, f, is'

(
_ (x_S)():_f+ _f_)

f- Et N '_j Eb (7) ,,
II

I,L
i

or

b)
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(xiS_ 1
f=

I+ .N.(_ -j-)Eb (8)

The total erosion-oxidation loss offmetal volume by each impact is:

Em=XiS 1 +(Et"-_)N c (9)

where c is a metal system constant, the ratio of the volume of the oxide formed to the volume of the
metal consumed.

In the case where the p_ticle does not penetrate the _owing oxide scale, a continuous

oxide layer will be present, the thickness of which balances the competing rates of"oxidation and

oxide erosion:

dt x z S (10)

With an increase in the scale thickness, x, the growth rate, dx/dt, decreases. Finally a stable scale

thickness will be formed under steady state conditions:

koS
Xss E',N (11)

Since all ,'naterial removed in this case is surface oxide, f is equal to one in equation (6), and Et is

equal to Eb, the loss of fragments of the oxide scale by micro-chipping.

In the speciN case that the oxide sc',dehas poor adherence to the metal substrate, and the

potential oxide scale (thickness) is not enough to prevent particle impact at the interface between

the metal and the oxide, the material removal by'each particle impact may be completely due to the

spalling of the oxide scale over a large area. In this case, Et is the loss of oxide due to spalling,

which depends entirely on the oxidation rate (Ft=xiS/N) rather than on the brittle chipping of the

oxide scale, Eb. Therefore the metal loss by oxide spalling is simply given by the first term in

equation (8).

A critical thickness of oxide defomlation, as suggested by Sundararajan, 1991 [15], has

been used to estimate the potential range of oxide spalling:

1/3 2/3 -113
xc = [_ d p pp Vp H_ (12)
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where 13is a constant of the order of unity, Ht is the hardness of the oxide, dp, pp, and Vp are the

particle diameter, density, and velocity, respectively. Beyond this critical thickness, the erosive

deformation is limited to the oxide scale, and no spalling of the oxide occurs.

DeterminaIi0n of of Model Parameters

Many studies have been made of the rate of oxidation of iron at elevated temperature. It is

generally agreed that the growth of oxide scales on iron follows a parabolic rate law, while

considerable disagreement exists in the literature about which species of oxide are stable in the

temperature range of interest. The discussion here will be concerned only with temperatures below

570°C, and magnetite is assumed to be the major component of the oxide scale. At such

conditions, a parabolic rate constant has been obtained from the experimental result of Davies et al,

1951 [16]:

ko = 1.B466 x 1042 exp(- 780,000R T ) m2/s (t3)

Although the study of the interaction between metal erosion and oxidation has only recently

been pursued, the fundamental nature of metal erosion at room temperature has long been

distinguished from that of oxide erosion. If the erosion of ductile metal is characterized by two i:

mechanisms: cutting and repeated yield deformation, the erosion rate can be expressed as the sum

of the following two terms, (Neilson and Gilchrist, 1968 [17]):

1 9 1.!_ 9
-mp(VI_C°S2°Osin(nc") 2 mp(rp sin a- vi)-2 + ({x_<c_O) ,,

Ed={ {Jc aD
2 2 ! 9

-21mp(VpCOS a) 2-mp(Vp sin ct- vi)"+ (ct > a 0) (14)
(_C CD

where ct is the angle of particle impingement, ct 0 equals =/2n, n is a parameter which characterizes

fl_emaximum erosion at a certain ct.value, vi is the particle velocity at incipient erosion, Oc and C_D

are the erosion resistances of the material from the two mechanisms sepzuately.

Based on a theoretical estimation by Engel, 1978 [18], the value of the threshold velocity vi

is neglifble relative to the value of Vp of interest. The erosion tests carried OUt in argon by Shida

and Fujikawa, 1985 [1911showed that the erosion rate of carbon steel was maximized at a 30°

angle, corresponding to an n value of 2. At normal impact, the erosion rates of the different steels i
,,

were nearly the same, and appeared insensitive to temperature at elevated temperatures. Hence, a ii

value for the constant (5,0,of 1.5833 x 1013J m -3in equation (14) was obtained. The variation is i]
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the erosion rate at oblique angles with temperature at elevated temperatures has been correlated by

_c as a function of temperature:

Cc = 98213 x 1017 T -1.82exp(- 8RLT_) J m "3 (15)

For oxide erosion, a distinguishing feature is the maximum erosion rate at nomaal

incidence. The following equation is an approximation based on the work of Sheldon, 1970 [20]

on the Hertziaa contact cone and indentation impression:

E0.8
_ ' (Vp sin ct.)

Eb s_ d3 pt_2 2.4 (16)

where E and 6b are the modulus of elasticity and the flexural strength of the target material,

respectively; and dp, pp and vpsinc_ are the diameter, density, and normal velocity component of

the abrasive particle. According to Evans, 1979 [21] for plastic impact response, the strength of

the target ob would be diminished by the formation of radial and lateral cracks under particle

impact:

k1 .4
o b _:

(rp sin c_)0"5 dp0.8 (17)

where kt is the fracture toughness of the target material. Combining this equation with the previous

erosion equation (16), the erosion rate can be expressed as:

Eb Cb d4.6 p_.2 34= (vpsina) ' (18)

where Cb _: E°a/kt2.8 is a property parameter of the target material. For the oxide scale formed on

carbon steel, C b is estimated to be 1.8163 x 10.7 kgO.Sm-lJ-1,7from the erosion rate provided by

Sethi et al 1989 [22], when the rate of carbon steel removed by particles of velocity 2,7 rrgs in an

oxidizing gas at a temperature of 836 K was confirmed to be in the oxide erosion regime.

Comparison of Model Calculation and Experimental Results

For both spalling and adherent (or nonspalling) oxides formed on a metal surface, the

erosion rates of carbon steel have been calculated by the present model. Figure 16 shows the

results as compared to Sethi et al's experimental values [22]. The prediction of adherent oxide is

close to the experimental values in both Figures 16 (a) and (b), corresponding to particle velocities
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of 2.7 m/s and 4.7 m/s respectively, while the prediction from spalling oxide is several orders of

magnitude larger than the measured value. However, the temperatures for the formation of critical

scale thickness, beyond which no spalling will occur, are 722 K and 732 K for the conditions in

Figures 16 (a) and (b), respectively. These temperatures are near the transition temperatures at

which the experimental erosion rates begin to decrease with increasing temperature. So the erosion

of oxide could be the combined result of p_u'tial spalling at the oxide-metN interface and micro-

chipping of the oxide.

Effects of Erosion Variables

Particle Impact Angle

It is generally believed that metal loss is maximized at a 30° impact angle. However, at

high temperature, under oxidizing conditions, the impact of a particle at higher impingement angles

may result in severe erosion. Figure 17 shows the effect of particle impact angle on the _rosion

rate. In the range from 30 ° tO 90 ° , the erosion rate has almost no dependency on impact angle.

._0 , does the erosion rate of adherent oxide decrease.Only when the angle is smaller than " °

Metal Temperature

As shown in Figure 18, the effect of metal temperature on the erosion rate of carbon steel

increases dramatically at temperatures above 600 K. For an increase in temperature from 600 to

650 K, the erosion rate increases by an order of magnitude. Above 650 K, the erosion rate tends

to be a constant value. However, as reported in recent work [23], the complicated actions of

deposition and oxide spalling occur over large areas, Hence, it is recommended that the use of

carbon steel be limited to temperatures less than (500-650 K for the conditions of the calculation.

Particle Velocity

In most coal-fired boilers, the flue gas velocity in the convective section is between 10 and

18 m/s. In order to increase heat transfer rates and to reduce the size of the back of the boiler, one

common design feature is that the flue gas velocity near the economizer is about 30-50% larger

than that in the superheater or reheater. As shown in Figure 19, this variation has a very negative

effect on the life of the economizer, since a change in velocity from 10 to 20 m/s is in the region in

which the erosion rate of the adherent oxide increases rapidly.

Particle Concentration

As shown in Figure 20, erosion race is a linear function o["particle concentration.

Therefore, when the ash content is high, the flue gas velocity should be limited to lower values.
P_icle Diameter

At a given particle concentration, the erosion rate of metal without oxidation appears to be

independent of particle size (Figure 21). For the erosion of the adherent oxide, an increase in

particle size from 50 to 100 I-tru,increased the erosivity of the p_ticles by an order of magnitude.

The decrease in erosion rate %llowing the maximum is due to the increase in the interval time
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between successive impacts, and the rate of oxide formation during this interval will decrease,

following a parabolic rate, therefore less oxide or metal is removed on impact by the same mass of

particles. -'

.,$_mmary

The erosion rate of metals with adherent oxide was found to be nearly one order of

magnitude larger than that for metals wittlout oxidation. Therefore, any change in conditions

which affects the conversion of metal to the oxide will change the erosion rate, and the erosion rate

is maximized under conditions where the oxide can be continuously removed from the metal

surface as it forms.

Metal temperature and particle velocity are two important parameters which dominate the

life of a heat exchanger tube. Small particle size is preferred for' the purpose of extending tube life.

The present model provides a guide for the optimum design and operation of boilers from an

erosion viewpoint.

Two possible effects which have not been accounted for in the present model are differences

in erosivities of ash particles and the acceleration of oxidation in the presence of sulfur. However,

the model will be refined in future work. The model parameters which should be used for the ash

particles produced frorn the combustion of SCCWS will be established duri'_g future erosion

testing.

4.1.4 Subta,_.k ld, Fu_q Transport, 8t0rage, and Handling _.

.C_haracteristics.

The SCCWS storage and handling system was ori_nally designed such that a portable

double-diaphragm pump and hoses were used to unload slurry from a tanker into the 16,000-

gallon storage tank. The storage tank was hard piped to the 2,000-gallon day tank. After receiving

-- several shipments of slurry for shakedown testing during the summer (1991), it became apparent

that finedesign was too manpower intensive and of limited versatility. Therefore, the SCCWS

unloading station was modified and now contains the following attributes. The entire systern is

hard piped using 2.5" schedule 40 pipe, heat traced, and insulated. A 3" double-diaphragm pump

is mounted on a concrete pad with a header system that provides the following capabilities:

• unloading of SCCWS from the tanker into the storage tank or directly into the day tank;

• pumping of SCCWS from the storage tank into the day tank;

• pumping of SCCWS from the storage tank into the tanker;

• purging of any line or the tanker with water;=

• recirculation of the SCCWS in tt:e storage tank; and

• introduction of compressed air into the bottom of the storage tank to assist in breaking

up any hardpack that might be formed.
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A shelter was constructed over the pump and header system and electric heaters installed to

protect them from the elemen!:s, primarily to guard against freezing. The system was tested by

unloading several tanker..shipme._ts of slurry into the storage t:mk and subsequently pumping the

SCCWS into the day tank.

Slurry settling was experienced on two occasions during the equipment shakedown and

preliminary testing period. The slurry was fom_ulated to achieve _>80%penetration after 21 days

of quiescent storage (based o!_a Pfizer technique to monitor slurry stability); however, because of

long down periods due to ordering, installing, and repairing equipment, SCCWS stability

problems were encounterec. (Details of the coal supply and slurry formulation, production, and

delivery have been discussed previously [9]). Solids settled in the storage tank on two occasions

when the SCCWS was stored for more than 8 weeks, despite intermittent tank rech'culation.

On one occasion during the fall of 199 l, the hardpack was removed after the remaining

slurry was fire Xin the boiler; The hardpack formed when the slurry, was fired intermittently to

shake down the system and generate prelimin_y data. Although settling occurred (<1' of s _ttling

in the tank with a diameter of 14' and a heigh_ o!_ . the tank outlet was open and the slurry was

removed using the double-diaphragm pump. The outlet is located on the side of the tank and is a

3" diameter opening -5.0" to the centerline from the bottom of the tank. The settled material was

removed manually through a manhole on top of the tank and burned in the University's stoker-

fired steam plant.

The second episode ,of settling occurred in January 1992 after the SCCWS was received in _,

November 1991 for final equipment shakedown and boiler perfon-nance and en_ssions testing.

Extensive deIays combined with the production of slightly off-specification SCCWS resulted in

settling. On this occasion a less manpower inte:lsive approach was used to remove the slurry from
tl

the tank. Because the settled material blocked the tank outlet, it was necessary to remove it through

the top of the tank. A centrifugal submersible pump, called a 'trash pump', was used to remove

the majority of the slurry through the top of the tank, load it into tankers, and haul it to a permitted

coal refuse facility. The trash pump was used untii the remaining material became very viscous, at

which point hot water (-210°F) from the deaerator tank was pumped into the storage tank. This

allowed for the removal of most of the sediment from the bottom of the tank by the double-

diaphragm pump. A layer of sediment remained on ti_ebottom of"the tank, opposite the outlet,

which will be removed using hot water and a mixer. A mixer was ordered in November 1991 and
!t

delivered and installed in January 1992, The hot water/mixer combination will be used to remove !,

the remaining sediment before receiving the next shiprnent of"SCCWS, scheduled to arrive in

March 1992.

Prior to the plugging of the tank outlet with hardpack, compressed air was used to keep the '

opening clear and the slurry agitated. The results were encouraging and an air sparge system is
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being designed and will be installed in the bottom of the tank to allow periodic air bubbling to

combat future settling.

5.0 ADVANCED SYSTEM TESTS

The program was expanded during the current reporting period. Upon the conclusion of

the 1,000-hour demonstration, the system will be modified prior to conducting a second 1,000-

hours of testing in which the effect of the ash in SCCWS on high temperature tube metal

erosion/deposition (a superheater tube will be installed in one of the convective section cavities)

will be investigated. In addition, a high-efficiency, low-NOx burner will be installed, and an

emissions control system will be added to a slipstream of the flue gas to investigate SO2 and NOx

removal. The SCCWS for the second 1,000 hours of testing will be made from a mid-West or

Western coal (to be identified in conjunction with DOE) at a slurry preparation facility to be

constructed at Penn State. Construction of the slurry preparation facility is in an early engineering

ann design phase.

6.0 MISCELLANEOUS ACTIVITIES

Three papers and a poster presentation were prepared for the 17th International Conference

on Coal and Slurry Technologies, Clearwater, Florida, April 28-May 1, 1992. Authors and titles
are:

• Bruce G. Miller, and Alan W. Scaroni, "Penn State's Superclean Coal-Water Slurry

Demonstration Program;"

• Peter M. Walsh, Jian_,_yano_Xie, John T. Elston, Bruce G. Miller, and Alan W.

Scaroni, "Erosion of a Tube by a High Velocity Jet in the Presence of Ash from Coal-

Water Slurry Combustion;"

• Xie, Jiangyano._, Peter M. Walsh, Alan W. Scaroni, and Bruce G. Miller, "Erosion of

Metal at High Temperature In Oxidizing Atmosphere (poster presentation);" and

• Massood Ramezan, John Lagomarsino, Sarma V. Pisupati, Bruce G. Miller, and Alan

W. Scaroni, "l:'erformance Predictions of a Multifuel Industrial-Type Boiler."

7.0 NEXT SEMIANNUAL PERIOD ACTIVITIES

As previously mentioned, the final equipment components to be checked prior to

demonstration testing are the SCCWS preheater, in-duct burner/FD damper system, and automatic

control when firing SCCWS. This will be done in conjunction with optimizing atomization and

combustion performance by systematically testing various nozzles, increasing the atomization air

pressure, using high-pressure steam as the atomizing medium, increasing the SCCWS preheat

= temperature, and possibly replacing the existing burner assembly. The optimization work will be

part of the first 1,000-hour demonstration and will begin in March 1992. This demonstration will

: also evaluate the deposition, corrosion, and erosion characteristics of the SCCWS. Laboratory-

scale evaluations of deposition/conosion will also continue.
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Upon the conclusion of the 1,000-hour demonstratic, n, the system will be modified prior to

the second 1,000-hours ef testing which will investigate the effect of the ash in SCCWS on high

temperature tube metM erosion/deposition (a superheater tube will be installed in one of the

convective section cavities). In addition, a high-efficiency, low-NOx burner will be installed, and

an emissions conuol system will be added to a slipstream of the flue gas to investigate SO2 and

NOx removal.
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Figure 7. Comparison of Air Preheater Outlet Temperature
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Predicted by the Model and Experimental Data
during Gas Firing as a Function of Firing Rate
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(A) Type 347

(B) Type 304

Figure 10. Metallographic characterization of the alloys, Mag lOOx
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(C) Alloy 800H

(D) Type 316

Figure I() (Cont.). Metallograpllic characterization of the alloys, Mag lOOx
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(E) Type 321

Figure 10 (Cont.). Metallographic characterization of the alloys, Mag 200x
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Figure 1 1. Photographs ot'the deposits on the coupons
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Alloy 8()1)tt. 1000°C, 48 hrs

T.vpc 3()4, 1()()(t'C, "_,8hfs

I:-igur¢'I_' SIlM ph_tographs of the dcpo:,;it morphology or: the coupons
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Type 316, 1000°C, 48 hrs

Type 321, 10_)()°C,48 hr:;

Figure 12 (Cont,). SEM photographs of the deposit morphology on the coupons
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Type 347, 1000°C, 48 hrs

Figure 12 ,Cont.). SEM photographs of the deposit morphology on the coupons
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Figure 13. Weight Loss Data on Corrosion Coupons After Descaling Treatment
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(C) Type 316
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Figure 14. Photographs of descaled coupons
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Type 304

Figure 15. Photomicrographs of dcscalcd coupons showing general corrosion
Mag 1()()x
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Type 321

Alloy 800H

Figure 15 (Cont.). PhotornicrogFaphs of descaled coupons showing general corrosion
Mag 10()x
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Type 347

Figure 15 (Cont.). Photomicrographs of descaled coupons showing general corrosion
Mag 100x
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TABLE 1

MILESTONE DESCRIPTION (FIRST 1,000.h DEMONSTRATION)

_ Etaaa_
Completion .C_

Task 1, No. 1 Identify equipment and diagnostic hastrumentation 09/15/89 09/15/89
Task 2, No. 1 Review present permit 09/15/89 09/15/89
Task 3, No. 1 Develop SCCWS specifications, identify operating 10/15/89

procedures, prepare detailed test plan

Task 1, No. 1 Butldin_iler construction arid installation let for bids 10/18/89 10/18/89
Task 1, No. 2 Building/boiler construction and installation awarded 12/31/89 03/23/90
Task 1, No. 3 Prepare site, install boiler and auxiliary, equipment 04/01/91
Task 2, No. 1 Identify coal for SCCWS preparation 09/30/90 09/30/90
Task 2, No. 2 Prepare SCCWS for demonstration 04/01/91
Task 3, No. 1 Predict boiler performance 06/15/91 02/01/92
Task 4, No. 1 Shakedown boiler and auxiliary equipment 04/31/91 01/31/92
Task 4, No. 2 Generate baseline data on gas 05/31/91 09/30/91

Task 1, No. l Perform demonstration 03/01/92

Subtask la, No. 1 300.hour demonstration milestone 07/31/91
Subtask la, No, 2 600-hour demonstration milestone 09/30/91
Subtask la, No. 3 1000-hour demonstration milestone 11/30/91
Subtask la, No, 4 RedeFine SCCWS specifications 01/15/92
Subtask lb, No. 1 Develop deposition and corrosion test plan 10/15/89 10/15/89
Subtask lb, No, 2 Design suction pyrometer 06/01/90 08/01/90
Subtask lb, Nz 3 Construct suction pyrometer 10/01/90 10/01/90
Subtask lb, No. 4 Deposition characterization equipment design and 01/01/91 02/15/91

specification
Subtask lb, No. 5 Acqaisition of baseline data for spectroscopic analysis of 08/31/91

deposits; acquisition of baseline data for corrosion of tubes
by ash components

Subtask lb, No. 6 Accelerate_J corrosion testing; coupon testing in boiler 11/30/9 l
Subtask lb, No. 7 On-line deposition analysis 12/31/91
Subtask lb, No. 8 Complete deposition testing (auxiliary spectroscopic 01/15/92

testing); complete corrosion modeling; complete
deposition modeling

Subtask lc No. 1 Develop erosion test plan 10/15/89 10/15/89
Subtask lc No. 2 Complete research boiler erosion evaluation 08/01/90 08/01/90
Subtask lc No. 3 Full-scale erosion technique decision 10/01/90 10/01/90
Subtask lc No. 4 Design probe for full-scale erosion study 01/01/91 02/15/91
Subtask lc No. 5 Construct erosion probe 05/01/91 10/15/91
Subtask lc No. 6 Complete erosion modeling 01/15/92
Subtask ld No. 1 Identify viscometer 10/15/89 10/15/89
Subtask ld No. 2 Complete preliminary viscosity ,and stability tests 08/15/90 09/15/90
Subtask ld No. 3 Complete viscosity and stability tests 01/15/92

=

Task 2, No. 1 Complete economic evaluation 01/15/92
° Task 3, No. 1 Complete project report 03/01/92
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TABLE 1 (Cont.)

Task I, No. 1 Procure.. and install burner and superheater 07/01/92
Task 2, No. 1 Complete construction of SCCWS preparation facility 09/01/92
Task 3, No. 1 Complete 500-h test 11/01/92
Task 4, No. 1 Complete project report 03/01/93
Task 5, No. 1 Install flue gas treatment system 08/01/93
Task 6, No. 1 Complete 500-h mst 10/01/93
Task 7, No. 1 Complete final report 03/01/94
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Table 3. Analysis of SCCWS Feedstock (10/23/91 Production Run)

Proximate Analysis,_% wt (dry basis)

Volatile Matter 34.7
FLxed Carbon 61.9
Ash 3.4

_b_imate Analysis, % wt._L..dr_vbasis)

Carbon 78.5
Hydrogen 4.8
Nitrogen 1.5
Sulfur 0.7
Oxygen 11.1
Ash 3.4

Higher Heating Value, Btu/lb 13,844

"E

w
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Table 9. SCCWS Delivery History

Date Tanker lD Approx!mate Weight (lbs)

10/16/91 D'608 35,588

10/17/91 D-607 42,972

10/28/91 SN 2472 42,719

11/25/91 D-607 39,203

11/o_6/91 D-608 39,471

11/26/91 SN 2472 39,400

Table 10. Summary of Natural Gas-Fired Testing

Test Date September 1991 January_1992

Firing Rate
(MM Btu/h) 6.0 9.6 12.0 16.4 16.9 18.5

Air Preheater
Temperatures (°F)

Comb, Air Inlet 146 93 93 93 97 87
Comb. Air Outlet 332 327 335 348 352 347
Flue Gas Inlet 445 484 50'7 541 548 567
Flue Gas Outlet 277 281 301 331 339 342

SteamFlow (lb/h) N.M. a N.M. N.M. N.M. N.M. 14,700

Boiler Efficiency (%) N.D. b ,N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 82.4

Flue Gas Composition
(dry basis)

02 (%) 7.5 5.2 4.6 4.1 4.2 1.4
CO (ppm) 86 95 98 100 100 124
CO2 (%) 8.4 9.6 9.9 10.2 10.1 11.4

aNot Measured
bNot Determined
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Table 11. SCCWS Analysis

Proximate A_.nalysis, wt. %_.(_drr.y__bas_j.is_l Ultimate Analysis, wt. %_C_d.d__

Volatile Matter 35.2 Carbon 80.3
Fixed Carbon 60.5 Hydrogen 5.3
Ash 4.3 Nitrogen 1.7

Sulfur 0.9
Oxygen 7.5
Ash 4.3

Higher Heating Value, Btu/lh (dry basis) 14,263

Solids Loading: 58.5 wt. %

Particle Size:

D (v, 0.5) a 20-25 btm
-74 km 80-85 wt. %

Viscosity (Bohlin Viscometer):

@ 50/sec 675 cp
@ 100/sec 625 cp

Additives:

Dispersant (A-23M), 1.0 wt.% active solids (dry coal basis)
Stabilizer _locon 4800 C), 0.04 wt.% active solids (dry coal basis)

apm-ticle size where 50% of the particles, by volume, are less than the indicated particle size.
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Table 12, Summary of SCCWS-Fired Testing

Test Date October 1991 January_ 1992

Length of SCCWS Firing (hours)
Total 66.5 26

Steady-state/pefformance verification testa 35 10

Firing Rate (MM Btu/h)
Natural Gas 4.4 5.6
SCCWS 14.2 11.7
Total 18.6 17.2

Gas Support (%) 23.7 32.6

Air Preheater Temperatures (°F)
Combustion Air Inlet 73 82
Combustion Air Outlet 342 348
Flue Gas Inlet 536 533
Hue Gas Outlet 319 326

Combustion Air Temperature (°F)b 330 467

Steam Flow (lh/h) 11,162 11,300

Boiler Efficiency (%) 7 1.7 7 1.3

Carbon Conversion (%)c ,--82 78

Atomizing Air Pressure (psig) 92 104

SCCWS Temperature (°F) 78 66

Baghouse
Pressure Drop (inches water column) 1,05 1.24
Inlet Temperature (°F) 313 324
Outlet Temperature (°F) 269 295
Collection Efficiency (%) N.NI.,_ 99.68

Flue Gas Composition (dry basis)
02 (%) 2,8 2.2
CO (ppm) 285 333
CO2 (%) 14.5 14.5
S02 (ppm) 452 446
NOx (ppm) 336 390

aOctober tests consisted of 35 hours of steady-state operation; Janua_rytest consisted of 10 hours of
performance testing
t'Measured at windbox, after in-duct auxiliary gas burner; in-duct burner was not operational
during October 1991 testing
CCarbon conversion of SCCWS; 100% combustion efficiency assumed with natural gas
aNot Measured
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Table 13. Particle Size Distribution (}am)of Fly Ash Samples Collected During January Testing a

Time Sampled D (v, 0.9) D (v, 0.5) D (v, 0.1) Top Size Percent in Top
Size Band

11:30 258.7 85.0 24.5 >564.0 0,4

12:00 146.4 79.6 23.2 291.0 ....

13:00 288.2 87.9 26.2 >564.0 0.6

14:00 245.5 169.9 43.6 >564.0 0.5

15:00 178.7 87.9 27,3 291.0 ....

16:00 220.4 96.0 26.3 >564.0 0.3

17:00 233.8 104.4 31.0 >564.0 0.5

18:00 313.1 188,4 45.5 >564.0 1.0

19:00 367.8 183.4 50.6 >564.0 1.5

aParticle sizes were measured using a IvIa.lvem 2600C Droplet and Particle Analyzer using the 300
mm lens. D (v, 0.9), D (v, 0.5), D (v, 0.1), are the particles sizes where, respectively, 90%,
50%, and 10% of the particles are less than the indicated particle size. Percent in top size band
gives an indication of the quantity of fly ash >564.0 p.m,

Table 14. Spectrochemical Analysis of the Ash Used in the Bench-Scale Testing

Component Wt. %

SiO2 15.65

A1203 9.19

Fe203 4.94

TiO2 0.40

MgO 0,40

CaO 7.52

P205 <0.28

Na20 0,23

K20 0.59

SO3 3.29
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Table 15, Weight Loss Data on Corrosion Doupons After Descaling Treatment

Weight Before Weight After
Grade Treatment (g) Treatment (g) We_i_ghtLoss (g)

304 55.4183 55,3173 0,1010

347 53.9268 53.7355 0.1913

800H 53,8571 52,1262 1,7309

316 53.3428 52.4099 0,9329

321 51.5958 49,9083 1,687 5






